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Abstract 
Chui and Lai (1987) have discussed a kind of multivariate polynomial interpolation problem defined on the straight line 
type node configuration C (SLTNCC). In this paper, we define general Birkhoff interpolation problems for the SLTNCC, 
and show, under some restrictions, that these interpolation problems are unisolvent. Also we give some generalizations of 
the SLTNCC. 
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1. Introduction 
We use the usual multivariate notation 
,j = ,A 
1 . . . W,', Ijl =j, + * *. +j, (j,,. .1 ,j,EZ+). 
Also we denote by P,” the (s-variate polynomial space of all real (s-variate) polynomials of degree 
atmostn. SetN,“=(“T) andN,,=Ni.LetJn={xj: i=l , . . . , N,} be a set of distinct nodes in R2. 
By convention, we set void sums equal to zero and void products equal to one. Consider a kind of 
distribution of nodes called the straight line type node configuration (SLTNC) in R2. This kind of 
distribution of nodes guarantees the existence and uniqueness of Lagrange interpolants as studied in 
[l-4]. Liang called it the SLTNC in [4]. Chui and Lai called it the node configuration A in [l]. 
So, in this paper, we call it the straight line type node configuration A. 
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Definition 1.1 (Straight line type node corzfiguration A (SLTNCA)). There exist distinct lines 
Yo,. . . > y,, such that n + 1 nodes of i,, lie on ~+,,n nodes of k,, lie on yn_l \y,, . . . , 1 node of _?,, 
lies on yo\(yI U. . . U y,). 
We will use w = (u, v) as the variables in R 2. Let f(w) (WE R2) be the interpolated function, 
which we assume is sufficiently smooth in this paper, and let p(w) be the interpolating polynomial 
(Pqs WERE). The interpolation problem corresponding to the SLTNCA is 
(P-f)(Xi)=O, i= l,..., N,. (1) 
Let qrn denote the monomials: 
cpm(w) = qm(U, v) = Uk-mi-N~-l+lvm-N~~I-I 
for Nk-, <m<Nk, k = O,l,... . Note that with the notation N-r := 0, we have (pl = 1. Set 
4i = [ql(Xi), . . .3 TN,,(Xi)l’ 
and 
The expression of the above multivariate Vendermonde determinant was obtained by Chui and Lai 
(see El]): 
n y-1 
n d(xi,xj) n n d(xq, Yp), 
k=l NI-I < j<i<Nk p=l q=l 
(2) 
where d(x;,xj) and d(x,, yP) denote Euclidean distances between points xi,xj and point xq to line yP, 
respectively, and c = 1 or - 1. 
The following definition was introduced in [l]. There are some symbol changes in the present 
form. 
Definition 1.2 (Straight line type node conjiguration C (SLTNCC)). Similar to the SLTNCA, the n 
set X, consists of distinct nodes xl,. . . ,xN,,, but there exist lines yo,. . . , yn where 
Yo,. . . , Yn = 1,...,8!> * . . , Pd, . . . , Pd 
ml m 
=pI ljl,m,,...,Pdl,...,Pdmd, ,l,..-, (3) 
with ml + “. + md = n + 1. Here pir and pjs are coincident if i = j, & and /Ijs are distinct if 
i#j (ldi, j<d, l<rdmj, l<s<mj). Also, the nodes 
lie on yj but not on those of l’j+ 1, . . . , yn different from yj. 
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In some cases, there is no need to distinguish /?jf from other flit (1 <t d mj, but t#s), we refer 
to all these as /3j in these cases. 
In [l], the interpolation problem corresponding to Definition 2 involved interpolating values of 
normal derivatives: 
Let A$ denote the kth order differential operator along the direction of the line obtained by 
rotating yj by 90” in the counterclockwise direction and consider the column vectors 
J+#+ = [N(:cp,(Xi),...,Nk~~~,(Xi)lT. 
Set Rj = m I + . . + mj_ 1. The interpolation problem’ is 
% ““-k-‘(p-f)(xi)=O, O<k<mj- 1, (4) 
i=NR,+k-I + l,..., NR,+k, and j= l,..., d, with the usual notation Rj=ml+...+m,_l :=0 for j=l 
(void sum is set equal to zero). This is a Birkhoff interpolation problem. The related multivariate 
Vandermonde determinant becomes: 
1 
i~NR,+,-?iii...i~NR,+,_, . . . . ) 
\ ’ I 
for the pants on ,f$,,., J 
where we have listed the columns for the points on Ij/k (k = 1,. . . , mj). 
There seems to be an error in the expression for BD, given in [ 11. The correct form is 
d m,,--l 
where Bp=plU...U&, and c=l or -1. 
2. General Birkhoff interpolation 
(5) 
Consider the SLTNCC introduced above. In this paper, we regard the coalescence of lines /?jl,. . . , 
fijmj as the result of transformation of (pairwise distinct) lines l_j:,M,_l,. . . , p,l, (& 11 /I,, Fiji and /!?j are 
not coincident, k = mj - 1,. . . , 1). 
Suppose the position of /?$ (k=l,..., mj-1, j=l,..., d) in this transformation can be determined 
by a parameter t (t > 0). In the next section, we will show how to select the parameter t by examples. 
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Fig. 1. 
Denote the position of flk corresponding to the parameter t by j$(t), and suppose 
P;k(t)+,k, (t-+0+), (6) 
for k=l,... ,?Tlj-1, j=l,..., d. Also let pjk(O)=pjk. Assume for simplicity that &(to) and /$(to) are 
not coincident for the same parameter value to (r#s, 1 <r, s drnj - 1 ), but removing this restriction 
does not affect the following results. 
Corresponding to the nodes xi on pjk, we select distinct nodes x((t) (NR,+k-2 <i<NR,+k-l) on 
&(t) such that 
x((t) ‘Xi, (t -+ o+>, (7) 
and (see Fig. 1) 
{xl(t): t as the parameter} 
is a sufficiently smooth parameter curve (we set x((O) = xi) for i = NR,+k--2 + 1,. . .,NR,+k-I, k = 
1 ,..., mj - 1, j= l,..., d, and 
kn(t)=fJ mb’{~i(t): i=NR,+k_2 + l)...) NR,+~_~}U{Xi: i=NR,+m,--2 + l,..., NR,+m,-r} 
j=l i k=l 1 
(8) 
is a SLTNCA for t > 0. 
Set x,‘(t) = (ii(t), Ci(t)). Let to be a sufficiently small positive number, and consider the curves 
cli : U = iii(t), fl=Ci(t), O<t<t(J, (9) 
where (Zi( O), &( 0)) = xi e Denote by 
Si = Sj( tl ) 
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the length from t = 0 to t = tl of the curve a,, i.e., the length of the segment of the curve c(, from 
xi to (i;i(tr),Ci(tl)) (i=NR,+k_z + l,.*.,NR,+k-l, k=l,...,mi- 1, j=l,...,d). 
Suppose when t + O+, we have si -+ O+. Suppose the function 
Si=Sj(t), O<t<to 
is sufficiently smooth, its first order derivative 
$(t)#O, O<t<t, 
and so its inverse function exists. Denote the inverse function by 
t = C(% ), OdSi <Si(&). 
Therefore we can select si as the parameter of ai: 
ai 1 I.4 = Ui(Si) = iii(tj(Sl)), V = Ui(Si) = v”i(tj(Si)), 0 <Sj <Si(to). 
Let 
Si(Si) = f(“i(si ), vi(Si ))- 
For ?E [0, to], set fi = si(t) and X; = (Ui(fi), Ui(ii)). We define 
D,, f(.?i ) = lim f(G(t), ci(t)) - f(i;i(t), fii(t)) 
r-i t-f 
Thus we have 
D, f(.?i) = lim f(“i(si)7 z)i(Si)) - f(%(J;I), vi(fi)) 
s, -.c, Si - S, 
= 
l im  Sdsi) - gdfi) 
s, -5 Si - s&T; 
= g:(Si). 
Also we define 
D,k,f(Xi) = gjk’(ii), k = 2,3, e . . . 
Therefore we have a kind of Taylor expansion: 
f(dsi )3 vi(si )) 
where s* is a point between si and S;. 
We define the interpolation problem as follows: 
D,liPk-‘(~ - f)(xi)=O, O<k<mj - 1, 
i=Iv&-, + l,..., NR,+k, and j= l,..., d. 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
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Denote by pi(t) the Euclidean distance between the point x((t) to the line pj, and suppose 
. Pitt> 
,lFp+ si(t> = ciy (15) 
where ci is a constant, for i=NR,+k-2+ l,..., NR,+k-1, k=l)..., rn- l,j=l,..., d. 
Note that the set of nodes &(t) (see (8)) is a SLTNCA for t >O. By the above discussion and 
using formula (2) we have obtained the following result. 
Theorem 2.1. The interpolation problem (14) described above is unisolvent if and only if 
Ci>O, (16) 
(fir the definition ofci, see (15)), i=NR,+k-2 + l,..., NR,+k-1, k=l).+.) rnj - 1, j=l,..., d. And 
when (16) holds, the confluent multivariate Vandermonde determinant of the coeficient matrix of 
the interpolation problem is given by 
d 
k=l NA-I <j<i<Ni 
rl m,--l NR,+~L - / 
X n n n [(mj - k)!cyPk], 
j=l k=l i=NR,,r-l+l 
(17) 
where BP = /?, U. . . U/?,_, and c= 1 or -1 
3. Examples 
In this section, we give some examples to show how to select the parameter of a transformation. 
Example 3.1. Consider the SLTNCC. In this example, the coalescence of lines fi’i,. . . , b/m, is re- 
garded as the result of parallel translations of (pairwise distinct) lines j&, _, , . . . , /?/I, ( p;k 11 /?j, & and 
pj are not coincident, k = mj - 1,. . . , l), i.e., we regard that the transformation consists of parallel 
translations of (distinct) lines. 
There is some jO : 1 <jo <d, such that mjo > 1. Select ko such that 1 < ko <rnjo. Suppose when the 
distance between &kO and fljo is d, the distance between & and fij is Cjk(d) (k =rnj - 1,. . . , 1, 
j= l,... ,d), where Cjk(d) is a function of d. Thus we can select t = d as the parameter of this 
transformation. 
Let rj be any (unit) vector in R2 except the two that are parallel to the line bj. Denote by D: 
the kth order differential operator along the direction of rj. If for any xi on pi,,. . . , fij,m,-l (i.e., 
NR,--I <i<&,+m,--a ), cCi/JZj, then we define the interpolation problem as follows: 
DJ’-k-‘(p - f)(xi) = 0, O<k,<m, - 1, (18) 
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i =NR,+k-, + 1,. . .,NR,+k, and j = 1,. . ., d. We proved the above interpolation problem (18) is uni- 
solvent in [5]. 
Example 3.2. Still consider the SLTNCC. Select a point yjk on /I’k (k = 1,. . . ,rnj - 1, j = 1,. . . ,d) 
such that Yjk is distinct from any node Xi: h(R,+k-z <i<N&+k_l, i.e., yjk iS distinct from any node 
Xi that lies On fijk. 
In this example, we consider the coalescence of lines /$I,. . . ,&,, as the result of rotations of 
(pairwise distinct) lines /&,, _, , . . . , /$, with yjk as the fixed point of /$ in the corresponding rotation. 
There is some j0 : 1 < j0 d d, such that mjo > 1. Select ko such that 1 dko < mjo. When the including 
angle between fi,lo, kO and /3,0 is 8, the including angle between /3jk and pi can be denoted by cjk(6) 
(k=fTZj-l,..., 1, j=l,..., d), where cjk(6) is a function of 8. Therefore, in this example, we can 
select t = 8 as the parameter of this transformation. 
4. Remarks 
Remark 4.1. Considering the SLTNCC, in the above discussion, /?’ can not pass through any nodes 
lying on /?i , . . . , /?j_ 1. We indicate how this restriction can be removed. 
In [5], by changing some interpolation conditions, this restriction was removed for the interpolation 
problem (18). 
Set Aj={xI,... ,xNR,_,} and Cj=Ajnb’ (j=2 ,..., d). Let C = C, U. . . U Cd. For any xI E C, there 
exist Co,cr), . . . , G,,l,,(t) ( 2 <al(t) < a2(t) < . . . < crcrj(t) dd) such that xt E C,,,ctj n . . . n Co,,,,,ctj, and 
JG $Cj, for j = (2,. . . ,d}\{c,(t), . . . , apt)). Al so, for every t: l<tfN,,, there exists u(t): 1 <u(t) 
<c,(t) if x,EC or l<u(t)bd if x,$C and s(t):Ods(t)dm,(,, - 1 such that 
NR ,,,,, +s(t)-I <t <NR ,,,, )+sw; 
i.e., xt lies on the line &t,,sct,+l. Let us examine each x,E~~={x~: i=l,...,N,,}. If x,$C, the 
imposed interpolation condition at xr is the same as in (18); i.e., 
Dm~~lfl-s(t)-‘( p - f)(x,) = 0 %,r, for xt E& and xt @C. (19) 
If xt E C, we define the interpolation condition at xt as 
rn,,,,,f~~~frn, 
Dlh ,I(r)“‘Dm,,,,,-s(t)-l ?!I,1 (P - f)(Xf> = 0, (20) 
for xt E?,,, and xt E C, where Dp,,(,, is the differential operator along the direction of the line Duct). 
By obtaining the expression of the confluent multivariate Vandermonde determinant of the cor- 
responding coefficient matrix, we concluded the interpolation problem (19)-(20) is unisolvent 
in [5]. We indicate that by using analogous discussion we can remove this restriction for the general 
interpolation problem (14). We omit the discussion here. 
Remark 4.2. In [5], we also gave a kind of expression of the interpolating polynomial for the inter- 
polation problem ( 18). In the above, we indicated the interpolation problem (18) can be generalized 
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to the interpolation problem (19)-(20). We remark that the same kind expression of the interpolat- 
ing polynomial given in [5] for the interpolation problem (18) can be applied to the interpolation 
problem (19)-(20). The discussion is analogous and so we omit it. 
Remark 4.3. In Definition 1.2, there are just (N R,+~_L - NR,+k-l) nodes on pjk (k = 1,. . . ,mj, j= 
1 , . . . , d). The following definition is a kind of generalization of Definition 1.2. 
Definition 4.4. Similar to the SLTNCA, the set & consists of distinct nodes x1,. . . ,x,), but the lines 
Yo,..., yn can be rearranged in groups: 
,p ” p:,...,(i,,...,p, =B,,,,...,B,,,,,...,Pdl,...,Pdm,,, I>“‘.> (21) 
ml %I 
with ml + ... + md = n + 1. Here pi? and pjs are coincident if i = j, /Iir and p’s are distinct if i# j, 
(l<i, j<d, l<r<mi, I<s<vz~). 
This time, there are lljk nodes of 2n on pjk (k = 1,. . . , mj, j = 1,. . . , d) such that 
njr <jzil< .‘. <Ajm,, j=l,...,d 
and {&I,..., &m,,} is given by a permutation of { 1,. . . ,N,,}. 
The corresponding interpolation problem is defined as follows. For the nodes on &,,,, we assign 
interpolation of the function value. For the nodes on /I d,,,_ r, we assign interpolation of some kinds 
of first order derivative and so on. Finally, for the nodes on /I di, we assign interpolation of some 
kinds of (mj - 1 )th order derivative. A similar interpolation scheme is performed at the nodes on 
the other lines Pd-, , . . . ,/3r (see Section 2). The results of this paper can be generalized to this node 
configuration by analogous arguments. 
Remark 4.5. The results of this paper can be generalized to R” (s >2) by analogous arguments. 
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